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Introduction 

Was the global recession that finally broke in late 2008 when Bank base rates were 

slashed in desperation caused exclusively by market failings in the USA? 

That proposition holds only if it is believed that asset inflation (and debt deflation), 

capital over-accumulation, toxic debt and ill-advised lending are recent phenomena: it 

is immediately evident that they are not. Whilst it is true that sub-prime is the most 

significant feature of the current crisis, Mortgage Backed Securities were being issued 

as far back as the 1970s so the system was overdue a collapse. Finally, it remains 

evident that the so-called “Anglo” financial system – much criticised at the London 

2009 G20 by France and Germany in particular - has always been susceptible not just 

to the activities of rogue individuals but also to short-termism and, of course, to 

boom-bust economics. It is frequently noted that Canada failed to join in the sub-

prime excesses: this paper considers why. The work involves some long-term 

perspectives on earlier crashes. 

Background. 

Rogue traders can lead to bank failures: look back to 1995 and the collapse of 

Barings Bank. Yet Barings Bank previously failed in the Panic of 1890: that time due 



to unwise investments in Argentina. On that occasion the Bank of England had to step 

in to save Barings at a time when the total collapse of British private banking was 

widely predicted. That said, it was not regarded by many  as being as serious as the 

Panic of 1837 – nor indeed as remarkable as the Dutch tulip inflation of 1637 nor the 

South Sea Bubble of 1720. A trawl through history is instructive, not least because the 

current recession has been most often compared to the great depression of the 1930s 

precipitated by the Wall Street Crash of 1929. Financing the-Great War had caused 

huge structural and economic problems in Europe. Most states had relied on 

borrowing to fund their war-fighting: assuming that Germany could, or would, make 

reparations. National debts further soared whilst inflation took off (especially in 

Germany itself in 1923). Competition broke out over depreciations of national 

currencies and Britain and France were heavily in debt to the United States.  

Almost by default, the United States became the world's greatest creditor whilst not 
having developed the central controls over financial power that Imperial Britain had 
once held. Hence, in the inter-war years, there was no certain lender of last resort. 
With only short-term money being available for long-term recovery projects (akin to 
modern Building Societies using short-term money to fund long-term house 
purchasing) it could sustained only by further borrowings and the hope that nothing 
would go wrong. This, it will be noted, neatly summarises the current situation also. 
Accordingly, the financial system was already breaking down well before the 1929 
Crash. The US had essentially a much more isolated and internalised economy, 
underpinned  by a complex but localised banking system. This seems to have made it 
more vulnerable than the already-consolidated (or rather, in the case of Canada , 
always-less-fragmented ) banking system in Britain and Canada. As Tim Rooth 
(2010) notes:  
 
I have always thought the stability of the Canadian (and British) banking system in 
the 1930s was remarkable. No major bank failures in either country at a time when 
over 10,000 US banks failed, over a quarter of the system. Structure and practice (i.e. 
reserve ratios etc) were a major part of the explanation - and the Canadian 
experience is the  more impressive given the depression there was similar in depth 
and structure to USA. 
 
 
 
  
 

 



 

On the antecedents to the Crash, Galbraith (1994) is instructive: he points the link 

to earlier real estate speculation in Florida: though this is clearly just the tip of a far 

bigger iceberg with – as in contemporary  Britain – speculative capital finding 

housing to be the speculative vehicle of choice. Most Florida speculators – and here 

may be a link to the UK buy-to-let phenomenon - had little intention of taking up 

residence themselves and may not even have viewed their purchases. They were 

interested only in resale and the probable doubling of investment. Apparently it even 

attracted the eponymous Charles Ponzi himself: Galbraith (p 63) described Ponzi's 

subdivision near Jacksonville as ‘an especially larcenous base’. Inevitably, in 1926, 

the supply of buyers, and the Florida boom, both declined and, finally, land prices 

went down. Of the Crash itself Galbraith notes the: (1994p67) ‘Florida real estate 

collapse, and then (the decline) began in earnest in 1927. It continued strongly in 

1928, and after a momentary break in March of 1929, ….. it went into a culminating 

ascent in the summer months of that year. In September there was a sharp drop, and in 

the ensuing weeks there was a mood of uncertainty: days of optimism followed by 

days of doubt. Then on Thursday, October 24, and powerfully on the following 

Tuesday, came the crash’. We should have little doubt, then, that 2008-9 again carries 

clear echoes of 1929. 

In the USA in the 1930s, as local economies failed, so local banks went with them: a 

local banking structure that still has echoes today: despite Reagan. Conversely (as 

again in 2008-9) the more national scope of Banking in northern neighbour Canada 

proved more resilient. This suggests that resilient structures can at least restrain 

collapse. Rooseveldt’s New Deal had many aspects: but banking reform was high on 

the list and the Glass-Stegall system was introduced in the 1930s. Indeed, a name that 



was  later to feature very prominently in the sub-prime scandal was also initiated: The 

Federal National Mortgage Association (Fannie Mae). This was seen as a scheme 

to stabilize the housing market in those turbulent times. As in the aftermath of the 

Great War, so the Second World War restored American economic fortunes and it 

was again a global creditor. The frameworks for postwar world were laid not just at 

Yalta but also at Bretton Woods, New Hampshire. 

The Bretton Woods plan was for a financial straightjacket: currencies would set a 

relationship to the US Dollar which, in turn, would be convertible to Gold from 

reserves at Fort Knox. Much, of course, depended on getting the currencies aligned as 

trading fortunes changed: Germany and Japan always seemed likely to rise, the 

frequently-overvalued UK pound to fall. Problems surfaced later, however, when the 

United States owed more than its gold reserves could possibly repay. By 1971, Japan 

was again putting the United States under pressure. Bretton Woods formally ended in 

August 1971 when President Richard M Nixon formally ended the dollar-gold 

relationship. The “hard money” dollar/gold relationship was dead and the era of 

floating interest rates had arrived, bringing inflation in its wake. That inflation soon 

led the oil states to realise that they were being paid in dollars of much less certain 

value than before and so they began to plan substantial oil price rises. The “float” had 

destroyed any concept of true worth – a link to gold or dollars – and the first to profit 

were the currency speculators for whom a new market had appeared. August 1971 

sowed the seeds of the 1970s financial meltdown as money was printed but could not 

be exchanged back to gold – or dollars.  

The inflationary seventies 

The swirling inflation of the 1970s had to be controlled and the mechanism was 

achieved jointly by the monetarist administrations of Ronald Reagan and Margaret 



Thatcher. In the USA, the Glass-Stegall system was eventually, inevitably, dismantled. 

To bring the 1970s inflation under control these two world leaders introduced high 

real interest rates. Money finally became expensive again and those with savings 

benefited at the expense of debtors: the inverse of the situation today. Those 

defaulters who could not repay loans that had been taken out at much lower interest 

rates helped to define the recession of the early 1980s. Canada, of course, was a 

country that had taken out NEP loans to invest in its commodities only to be saddled 

with vastly-increased interest payments. Third World borrowers suffered: as did other 

deregulated markets when the savings and loan scandals broke. The second phase of 

change came with the financial deregulation (Big Bang) of 1986. This was especially 

crucial to the economic fortunes in recent years. The opening up of global markets 

when exchange rate controls had already abolished meant that the availability of 

global credit was now greatly accelerated. Furthermore, a process of asset 

privatisation and financial leveraging was also possible. With the dollar-gold link long 

dead the true value of currencies and assets was now to be decided by market traders 

– with hedge funds destined to be at the core. 

A decade later and there was a further widespread recession – again confirming the 

cyclical nature of economic downturns. There was also an enduring danger from the 

deregulatory “Big Bang” of 1986 (1987 in Canada) since it now seems clear that 

regulatory mechanisms were unable to keep up with the pace of change in financial 

instruments. Admittedly, the few sceptics around at the time were wondering which 

might be worse in the long run: letting Building Societies into banking or banks into 

the housing market. Either way, the junk-bond episode of the 1980s further reinforced 

the perils of too much money chasing too few assets. Individuals and institutions 

bought securitised products apparently in ignorance of attendant risk. The attraction 



was returns that, as ever, were too good to be true: for junk bonds that was upwards of 

15 percent. Further pain, again linked very clearly to the ‘Big Bang’ release from 

regulation, was offered by US Savings and Loan Associations: S&Ls. As Galbraith 

(1994) again notes, their ability to cause trouble was compounded by government  

guarantee of their deposits. This funded what became: until recently, the unparalleled 

speculative spree linked to real property. Not that regulatory failure was restricted to 

Banking as the Accountancy scandals surrounding Enron and WorldCom in the early 

days of the new millennium proved. Indeed, it may be felt that there should have been 

a more severe meltdown surrounding the failed dotcom boom and the millennium 

melt-down scare. Either could have been a corrective to the subsequent market over-

optimism. 

Money manipulations 

On 22 September 1985 the monetarists for whom markets would decide all, agreed, in 

a meeting at the Plaza Hotel in New York, that the currency markets needed to be 

massaged. In effect, the dollar devalued against the Yen: reflecting the then-

importance of Japan. The Plaza Accord episode is a further reminder that most 

financial manipulations have predecessors.  This brings us to China which (somehow) 

joined the WTO in 2001. Transparently, the rise of China is founded on different 

footings from high-wage, high-technology Japan. Its offerings to the US consumer 

have, largely, been of low-end consumer goods that retail for prices that cannot be 

met by high-wage economies. Equally, whereas say, Toyota, can export car plants to 

the US and UK, China cannot send its low-wage workers to bolster such economies 

(particularly not those alleged to be in prison).  Two key points stand out: first, China 

is not just building power stations and buying up Africa: it became as fond of 

investing in the US Treasury as was Japan. In other words, it copyied Japan by 



supporting its biggest customer. Second, it is using highly-directed sovereign wealth 

funds and is buying up key assets. The key feature is that much of China’s remitted 

wealth became available in the USA at a time when it was by no means clear how it 

might profitably be invested. This surge of money came just as derivatives were being 

targeted at the sub-prime market. So, in an acute irony, whilst low-paid, low skill 

production was fast leaving the USA, in came funds to support the very house 

purchases that at-risk, less-skilled American workers could not now afford. The 

NINJA purchaser was born. Cable (2009) notes that China now accounts for 

around 10% per cent of world trade : up from just 4% in 2000 . He links this 

directly to the fall in prices of consumer goods: noting that such changes pushed 

down official rates of inflation and were used to justify falling interest rates. 

Later came a rise in the price of commodities and, as noted in respect of housing,  

fixed assets. Cable also confirms the observed flow of savings from “poor” 

China to the USA. He thus draws an important link to current account deficits: 

suggesting figures in 2008 of over $700 billion for the USA and some $100 

billion for the UK plus $165 billion for Spain. The capital exporters were China 

at around $400 billion with other SE Asian economies chipping in $130 and oil 

economies $500 billion. Importantly, too, he notes that capital exporting from 

Germany, Japan, Netherlands and Switzerland – at  $650 billion - was still less 

than America’s  total deficit. This he describes (2009 p 95)as “American (and 

British) consumers, and also governments….happily living beyond their 

means….able to get away with it because of the easy availability of credit”. In 

another telling point he stresses that, like the Japanese, the Chinese are inveterate 

savers. Added to this is the semi-state-controlled nature of Chinese exporting 

firms. This all leads Dr Cable to the same conclusions as those made above: low 



interest rates, capital inflow requiring an outlet and extremely lax lending 

practises encourage the sub-prime boom in housing markets. He suggests that 

inflation was effectively hidden because the prices of manufactured goods was 

falling. It could as easily be argued that official inflation figures chose to ignore 

the escalation of house prices and instead just focused on the cost of money at a 

time when money was particularly cheap. Governments contentedly chose to 

delude themselves. Asset inflation was taking off with a vengeance. In the UK, 

the lower level of sub-prime lending, falling mortgage interest rates and the 

restricted supply of housing has (thus far) prevented most house prices from 

falling back much further than their 2004 levels. Cable’s view, then, is that 

interest rates were artificially low as the boom in housing took off. He gives a 

figure of $600 trillion by 2007 for the total size of the derivatives market: ten 

times world output. China, of course, also pegged the currency to the dollar: 

implying an inevitable influence on both currency markets and inflation. 

 

The specific role of derivatives 

Credit derivatives – the core of the current problem – were focused on  credit risk 

transfer and were believed to have the potential to contribute to a more efficient 

allocation of credit risk for Banks. They were seen as enabling banks to diversify risk 

beyond their customer base. Buyers of derivatives were soon engaged in the usual 

practises of  speculation, arbitrage, shorting or hedging even whilst in ignorance of 

the underlying notional value.  In theory , high yielding CDOs (ie high risk as in the 

junk bond days) could be believed to be  protected by the value of the collateral 

securities. Yet what is the true strength of protection from the collateral when $40 of 

toxic debt may have been loaned against every $1 of  measurable asset? Collateralised 



loan obligations (CLOs)’ were even more directly focused on removing (spreading) 

risk from the balance sheet of  banks. This spreading would determine the furthest 

extent of the fall-out when they failed. CLOs  dated from around 1997: followed by 

collateralised bond obligations (CBOs) though these remained more common in the 

USA. The spreading took place because derivatives trading was shared virtually 

equally between London and New York with some secondary activity in Tokyo and 

Sydney. For Britain, given its population and GDP this was a huge risk: by 2009 

nearly 20% of GDP had gone to bank bale-outs versus the USA’s 6.3%. Yet, 

throughout, comprehensive, global data on derivatives per se has barely existed. The 

British Bankers’ Association once speculated that the global credit derivatives market 

increased in size from around US$151 billion in 1997 to US$514 billion in 1999  

 

Tedium and the UK Canadian regulatory system 

Why did Canadian banks  not join in the general debacle/meltdown? Several 

reasons have been put forward including Paul Krugman’s reference to a “happy 

tedium”. My suspicion is that several factors played a part. Given the centrality of 

housing to the sub-prime debacle, one might imagine that Canada would have been 

closer to the USA in terms of exposure to housing loans from which borrowers could 

walk away. It has not generally shared the British view that any housing fall is merely 

a blip and that UK housing must always recover. (This despite the excesses in UK 

price rises from the early 2000s). Conversely, more prudent lending may have 

prevented Canada from following the US into funding fraudulently-inflated housing 

values. That the Canadian housing market suffered badly in the mid-1990s could be a 

precautionary factor here. It does not seem that Canada was anywhere near Britain in 

terms of largely-unsecured high-value mortgages. 



A further reason – underpinning conservatism - may be that whereas the UK went 

for a 1986 “Big Bang” Canada, a year later, referred to its own “little bang”. Whilst, 

in recent years, Canadian Banks have internationalised, they are still seen as strong 

national institutions.  In 2005, Canada’s 72 banks (cf some 7,000 in the USA) 

managed C $2,500,000m. in assets and the market capitalization of the leading six 

Canadian domestic banks stood at $198,900m. That year, three Canadian banks 

featured in the global top five firms for shareholder returns. Canadian banking was 

highly profitable, providing an average return on equity of 17.3%, although the 

market capitalization of Bank of Nova Scotia (the leader in shareholder returns) was 

barely 15% of that of Citibank in the USA. Such fortunes have been transformed by 

the 2008-9 sub-prime recession, from which most Canadian banks remained largely 

aloof thanks to the robust regulatory environment. Indeed, a 2008 survey by the 

World Economic Forum found that Canada was considered to have the world’s safest 

banking system. CIBC excepted, most Canadian banks showed only slowly-falling 

profits for 2008 and have not required capital injections from the government. 

Accordingly, some Canadian banks have moved up the international bank rankings: in 

terms of market capitalisation at 8th July 2009, Royal Bank of Canada was placed 13th 

(US $58,805m.), Toronto-Dominion Bank 17th (US $46,239m.) and Bank of Nova 

Scotia 24th (US $38,969m.); all were making their first appearances in the “Top 25”. 

In addition, Royal Bank of Canada recorded the 10th highest pre-tax profits, followed 

by Toronto-Dominion in 24th place. 

As noted, in the 1980s the Canadian banking system was disrupted by the `Little 

Bang’ regulatory reform of June 1987. The `Little Bang’ was perceived as a response 

to the financial deregulation  that followed the United Kingdom’s `Big Bang’ of 1986. 

For the initial foreign moves into the Canadian market, which needed approval from 



the federal Minister of Finance, companies from countries where Canada had equal 

trading rights, such as the United Kingdom, were favoured. Québec, where 

conglomerate chains had begun to appear prior to deregulation, was quick to follow 

the deregulation trend. Life insurance companies `demutualized’ and acquired both 

trust companies and estate agencies. Transparently, the crossing of traditional 

operating boundaries posed problems for the regulatory authorities. The same 

deregulation that had presaged endless growth led to merger and consolidation and, 

often, to a release of surplus office space, with negative effects on the property sector. 

Also, a trend towards the creation of merchant banks became evident in the financial 

sector during the 1990s, as did the inevitable process of mergers between banks and 

trust companies. Only in 1999 did Federal regulators permit foreign banks to operate 

full-service branches rather than function via subsidiaries. Despite NAFTA – 

symbolising Canada’s conservatism - foreign banks still had to form subsidiaries in 

order to open branches in Canada. By 2007 there were 22 Schedule I domestic banks, 

24 subsidiaries of foreign banks and 26 foreign bank branches.  The securities 

industry grew significantly during the 1990s and into the 21st century: in 2007 it 

generated record revenues of $17,000m., 37% of which were derived from 

commissions from trading. Revenues fell to $14,600m. in 2008, as a result of the 

global financial turmoil, with profits down a third.  Interestingly, Canada has 

remained the only member of the International Organization of Securities 

Commissions that lacked a national security regulator, which meant that there were 13 

different securities regulators accountable to 13 different governments.. The creation 

of a single securities regulator was outlined by the federal Government in its 2007 

paper `Creating a Canadian Advantage in Global Capital Markets’, which had four 

strands: enhancing regulatory efficiency; strengthening market integrity; creating 



better opportunity for businesses and investors; and improving investor information. 

In February 2007 the Canadian Securities Administrators published the National 

Instrument 31-103 `Registration Requirements’, which proposed the harmonizing, 

streamlining and modernizing of registration requirements across the 13 Canadian 

jurisdictions. Then, in January 2009 the Canadian Expert Panel on Securities 

Regulation submitted its final report on the harmonization of securities regulation, 

calling for a single national regulator. Although this was not the first high-profile 

report to call for such a move, it had added saliency because of the recent global 

financial turmoil, which showed the need for risks to be addressed systematically. The 

federal government acted on the proposals, and in June 2009 set up a Transition 

Office to oversee the creation of a single regulator. 

Consolidation 

Consolidation is endemic in the Canadian financial services sector as a whole. For 

example, the total number of credit unions and caisses populaires declined from 2,700 

in 1990 to 1,100 by 2005 and by 2007 there were only 479 (combined assets, 

however, had risen by 43% since 2002….suggesting that the system was moving 

more towards larger, more stable, businesses). The ease with which mergers in the 

banking sector could be carried out did cause some controversy. For example, in 2000 

Toronto-Dominion carried out a successful C $8,000m. takeover of Canada Trust, a 

move that involved the potential closure of branches in overlapping catchment areas. 

This reignited the issue of branch closures, which had been central to earlier plans by 

the four largest banks to pair off 2x2 —CIBC with Toronto-Dominion and the Royal 

Bank with the Bank of Montréal. Between them they controlled assets of $730,000m., 

leaving alone  the next largest bank, Scotiabank. For the banks themselves, there were 



clear advantages in further concentrating an already concentrated market, not least in 

terms of the potentially lucrative property portfolio rationalization.  

This leads to a further key point: Government, unlike that in Britain, seems never 

to have perceived itself to have a clear mandate to “let everything rip”. One can 

clearly identify shilly-shallying on policy. This is probably due to the fact that the 

worst of the global excesses have taken place whilst Canada has been governed by the 

Harper administration which has never had solid mandate. Additionally, there is the 

Federal-Provincial dimension. Reaction to merger proposals first led to a moratorium 

and then the Minister of Finance eventually, in June 1999, made a statement on the 

framework for reform. Central the Bank Act, the last enacted in 1997, which was the 

principal legislative measure, with the Office of the Superintendent of Financial 

Institutions the principal federal agent. The 1997 Act proposed that no single 

shareholder could hold more than 10% of any bank. In June 2002 legislation on 

merger regulation proposals (known as Bill C-8) finally received royal assent in 

Parliament. Revised ownership rules included allowing single investors to own up to 

20% of any class of voting (30% non-voting) shares in a widely held bank. This 

permitted joint ventures and strategic alliances, although the 2x2 `big bank’ merger 

trends had by this time cooled. Should they resurface, any such process would be 

reviewed by three agencies, including the Competition Bureau. Nevertheless, the 

trend towards demutualization in other sectors meant that more conglomerates could 

still be created. A further key aspect was the creation of the office of the Financial 

Consumer Agency of Canada, with a customer protection remit. The issue of mergers 

was revived later in 2002, when the Bank of Montréal and Scotiabank were reported 

to have approached Canadian Prime Minister Jean Chrétien with a merger proposal. 

This led the then Minister of Finance, John Manley, to ask parliamentary banking 



committees to consider the issue of bank mergers, and they recommended that 

mergers be allowed under certain conditions. However, in 2003, Manley put any such 

mergers on hold until June 2004, requesting more time to consider the factors. The 

June 2004 federal election (which returned the Liberal Government as a minority) 

created a further delay. In July then Minister of Finance, Ralph E. Goodale, started 

talks with opposition parties with the aim of producing a policy paper, but progress 

was interrupted by another general election and the formation of a new, minority, 

Conservative Government in early 2006. In September 2008 Prime Minister Harper, 

called a general election for October, just as recessionary conditions began to bite in 

the USA. Overall, then, a series of unpredictable delays to deregulation may, 

ironically, have preoccupied Canadian banks and prevented most Canadian banks 

from joining in the sub-prime chaos of the USA. Indeed, as US banks declined, 

Canadian banks began to move more fully into the US market, often at bargain prices.  

Interestingly, given the problems being experienced by US banks, the Canadian 

Minister of Finance, Jim Flaherty, continued to indicate that bank mergers were not a 

priority for the Harper administration, despite continuing appeals for a relaxation in 

policy from leading banks. On balance this was wise: the wider view is that Canadian 

Banks were most certainly dabbling in now-collapsed markets. However, the extent to 

which they could run risks was restrained by reserve requirements  (a 20:1 reserve 

ratio against 40:1 in parts of Europe). 

Conclusions 

30 months after BNP Paribas sounded the alarm, much has changed: car plants and 

shops alike have closed. Homelessness and home repossessions have both increased 

and we have found out about how Repo 105 arrangements (mandated in London) 

helped Lehman Bros to hide debt. Major consumer goods companies are reporting 



record losses. Pension funds are in deficit. Likewise, multi-million dollar bonuses are 

back as bankers move bale-out capital around, shaving off profit as they go and with 

still no Tobin tax or equivalent in sight. Such bonuses moved The Governor of the 

Bank of England, Mervyn King, to describe them as a form of compensation which 

rewards gamblers if they win but with no loss if they lose. Bonuses are paid as if 

nothing regrettable has happened because, with severe risk of moral hazard, taxpayers 

have demonstrated that they will step in to underwrite losses made by Mr King’s 

“gamblers”. Regulatory authorities across the globe clearly failed to detect the over-

leveraging of under-securitised and often fictitious capital. Canada, like a few other 

countries, managed to stay aloof from the worst of the global excesses. 
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